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Abstract. Novel descriptors of keypoints are proposed for matching (primarily) 
biological images. The descriptors incorporate characteristics of limited-size 
neighborhoods of keypoints. Descriptors are quantized into small vocabularies 
representing photometry of images (SIFT words) and geometry of their  
neighborhoods, so that significant distortions can be tolerated. In order to keep 
precision at a high level, Harris-Affine and Hessian-Affine detectors are inde-
pendently applied. The retrieval results are accepted only if confirmed by both 
techniques. Using several test datasets, we preliminarily show that the method 
can retrieve semantically meaningful data from unknown and unpredictable im-
ages without any training or supervision. Low computational complexity of the 
method makes it a good candidate for scalable analysis of biological (e.g. zoo-
logical or botanical) visual databases. 

1 Introduction 

Visual inspection of random collections of images is one of the most tedious tasks in 
biological and biomedical practice. Algorithms performing automatic analysis of 
images are continuously developed for selected applications, where the objective is to 
identify well-defined objects/phenomena, e.g. cell counting, MRI segmentation, etc. 
However, in case of vaguely defined problems (e.g. searching for similarly looking 
components in images of plants, detection for similar phenomena in microscopic im-
ages of bacteria, etc.) images might be too diversified or too unpredictable for such 
specialized algorithms. The tasks are particularly difficult if the correspondence be-
tween semantics of image contents and their pictorial representations is not 
straightforward. 

A prospective solution for the above challenges is to apply data mining, which in 
the visual domain is often referred to as content-based visual information retrieval 
(CBVIR). 

Reported CBVIR applications generally focus on three areas, i.e. 

i. Retrieval of near-duplicate images (including partial near-duplicates, e.g. the 
same objects). 

ii. Retrieval of (semantically) the same category objects. 
iii. Retrieval of (semantically) the same category scene. 

In (i), the expected result is a collection of image pairs depicting physically iden-
tical scenes or objects (subject to deformations caused by the viewpoint change,  
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camera quality, visibility conditions, partial occlusions, etc.). No training or supervi-
sion (regarding image semantics) is usually required. In (ii) and (iii), however, train-
ing is indispensable to generalize visual characteristics of semantic categories/objects, 
because individual images from the same category may be (visually) very different. In 
all the above areas, keypoint-based approaches are one the most fundamental tool (in 
particular visual words, BoW, and other word-based techniques, e.g. semantic topics 
built upon visual words). 

Unfortunately, many types of biological images do not fit any of these areas. First, 
biological objects (even if considered identical) usually have diversified forms (and, 
subsequently, their images are only approximately near-duplicate). Secondly, in many 
problems the numbers and types of the semantic categories are not specified (e.g. the 
contents of images might not be fully classified). 

The objective of this paper is to partially fill the gap between (i) and (ii)/(iii).  
We propose a scheme (based on the general concept of keypoint description and 
matching) to preliminarily identify images (e.g. biological images) which may contain 
meaningfully similar contents in spite of a wide range of deformations within these 
contents. No training (or pre-existing knowledge about the images) is assumed so that 
the scheme can quickly switch from on application to another. Moreover, the scheme 
is computationally efficient; we use a novel affine-invariant keypoint description 
where individual matches indicate the presence of visually similar fragments. The 
main difference, compared to typical descriptors like SIFT or SURF, is that our de-
scriptions represent not only keypoints but also their limited-size neighborhoods.  

The method is proposed as a tool for preliminary search and analysis in collections 
of (primarily) biological images with random and unknown contents (although the 
general scope of these collections should be known for easier interpretation of the 
results). As proof-of-concept examples, we use three small (but diversified) datasets 
containing images of butterflies, leaves and viruses. 

In Section 2 of the paper we overview pre-existing tools and techniques contribut-
ing to the proposed method. Its description is provided in Section 3. Results for the 
selected datasets are presented in Section 4, while Section 5 summarizes the paper 

2 Typical Keypoint-Based Tools and Techniques 

Affine-invariant keypoint detectors are the low-level tools of the method. Two popu-
lar detectors, i.e. Harris-Affine and Hessian-Affine, [8], are used because of their 
mutually supplementing characteristics. Harris-Affine highlights corner-like salien-
cies, while Hessian-Affine returns saliencies corresponding to blobs. 

Keypoints are represented by SIFT descriptor, [7], quantized into visual words. A 
relatively small vocabulary SV of 2000 words is used. Such a vocabulary is able to 
accept significant photometric distortions of image contents, but the discriminative 
power of individual words is very low (e.g. comments in [10], [13]). Nevertheless, as 
shown in Section 3, we actually use a 3D Cartesian product of vocabularies so that the 
practical resolution of descriptions is much higher. 
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In general, keypoints can be matched using either O2O (typically mutual nearest 
neighbor) or M2M (typically the same visual word) schemes. However, regardless the 
scheme (and regardless the vocabulary size) none of the schemes based on individual 
keypoint correspondences can reliably distinguish between actually similar image 
fragments and random locally similar contents. Fig. 1 shows examples of matching in 
a pair of images sharing the same object and in an unrelated pair. For all schemes, 
there is no qualitative difference between the results for both pairs. 

 
 

.  
A 

  
B 

  
C 

Fig. 1. Exemplary keypoint matching results using: (A) O2O scheme over Harris-Affine key-
points, (B) M2M (2000 words) over Hessian-Affine keypoints, (C) M2M (220 words) over 
Harris-Affine keypoints 

Partial near-duplicates are usually detected by the verification of configuration 
constraints for unspecified groups of preliminarily matched keypoints (e.g. [1, [3], 
[9], [14]). However, this is a computation-intensive operation which is not fully scal-
able to large databases. In particular, if numerous matches are found using a small 
vocabulary (e.g. Fig. 1B) the configuration verification can be prohibitively costly. 
Moreover, it is generally believed (e.g. [13]) that small vocabularies excessively re-
duce precision of retrieved results. 

Unfortunately, in biological images we need both small vocabularies and relaxed 
configuration constraints (because of highly diversified appearances of nominally the 
same objects – e.g. individual butterflies of the same species). Thus, the available 
methods and techniques are generally unable to handle such flexibility, unless they 
are trained using sufficiently diversified positive and (sometimes) negative examples 
to classify/recognize images or objects of predefined categories, e.g. [2], [5], [15]. 
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3 Principles of the Method 

Our objective is to develop a method which can overcome the difficulties highlighted 
in Section 2 for a wide range of biological images of diversified contents. In particu-
lar, our intensions are: 

1. To bypass the configuration analysis for preliminarily matched keypoints by 
incorporating affine-invariant descriptions of keypoint neighborhood geometry 
into descriptors of the keypoints themselves. Descriptors of geometry are 
quantized into another small-size vocabulary so that significant geometric dis-
tortions can be tolerated. 

2. To improve precision of image retrieval (when small vocabularies are used) by 
combining independently obtained results for Harris-Affine and Hessian-
Affine keypoints. Only images retrieved in both operations are accepted (sub-
ject to additional details discussed below). 

3.1 Extended Description of Keypoints 

To represent geometry of keypoint neighborhoods, we propose to use a modification 
of the method discussed in [12]. First, we build limited-size neighborhoods of ex-
tracted keypoints. The neighborhoods consist of a limited number (not more than 20) 
keypoints of similar sizes (between 50% and 150% of the area of the central keypoint) 
and within a limited distance (between 70% and 200% of the Mahalanobis distance 
defined by the ellipse of the central keypoint) from the keypoint of interest; see 
Fig. 2A for illustration. 
 

     
A                                                      B 

Fig. 2. A keypoint and its neighbors (A);  the size of ellipses for two neighbors is shown as an 
illustration. Trapezoids built within a triplet of elliptic keypoints (B). 

Subsequently, triplets of the keypoints are formed and their ellipses are represented 
by trapezoids shown in Fig. 2B. Then, the least complex affine-invariant moment 
expression  
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is used to characterize each of the trapezoids.  
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The range of Inv invariant is actually quantized into 12 values (words) so that 
geometry of the whole triplet of ellipses is described by a small vocabulary GV of 
123 = 1728 words. Altogether, a triplet of keypoints can be represented by SIFT 
words from a vocabulary of 2000 words (visual properties of individual keypoints) 
and one word from 1728 words of GV vocabulary (geometry of the whole triplet). 

Given a keypoint K and its neighbors { }1 2, ,..., NK K K , a number of { }, ,i jK K K  

triplets can be built around K as explained above. Our experiments show that the most 
typical numbers of such triplets are between 50 to 80 only (because we exclude trip-
lets for which the triangles are too narrow). There are, nevertheless, some keypoints 
around which no triplets are found (e.g. large keypoints surrounded by very small 
keypoints only). 

Altogether any keypoint K and its neighborhood are represented by the SIFT word 
SV(K) and a set of 3-word phrases SoP(K): 

{ }( ) ( ), ( ), ( , , )i j i jSoP K SV K SV K GV K K K=   (2)

from the Cartesian product SV SV GV× × . 

3.2 Matching Keypoints and Images  

Using descriptions proposed in Section 2.1, matching keypoints (i.e. actually match-
ing their neighborhoods as well) is straightforward. Two keypoints K and L match if  

( ) ( )SV K SV L=     and    ( ) ( )SoP K SoP L∩ ≠ ∅  (3)

i.e. the keypoints are visually similar and their neighborhoods are similar (at least 
partially) both visually and geometrically. 

Compared to the correspondences obtained by matching only the keypoints them-
selves, i.e. ( ) ( )SV K SV L=  (see the second row of Fig. 1) the results are more mea-

ningful. The results in Fig. 3 show relatively few correspondences (and many of them 
are correct in the global context). Note that no verification of configuration con-
straints is needed; the results are obtained by simple keypoint matching. 

Nevertheless, some correspondences are between locations which are semantically 
rather different. This is primarily because small SV and GV vocabularies can tolerate 
significant photometric and geometric distortions. 

Thus, as the final verification step, we combine Harris-Affine and Hessian-Affine 
correspondences. A pair of matched Harris-Affine keypoints (KHA, LHA) is accepted only 
if there is another pair of Hessian-Affine keypoint (KHE, LHE) overlapping it (and anoth-
er way around). Formally, “overlapping” means that the Mahalanobis distances (defined 
by the shapes of keypoint ellipses) between the corresponding keypoints are below the 
threshold. Fig. 4 provides an illustrative example (using 140% of the corresponding 
Mahalanobis unit distances as the threshold; this value is used in the paper). 

Eventually, a pair of images is retrieved (i.e. is it assumed that both images contain 
partial near-duplicate of noticeable size) if at least one pair of keypoint correspon-
dences is retained after the final verification. The coordinates of those keypoints indi-
cate the approximate locations of the partial near-duplicates in the matched images. 
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Fig. 3. Keypoint correspondences obtained by the proposed method for Harris-Affine keypoints 
(A) and Hessian-Affine keypoints (B). The same images are used in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 4. A pair of matched Harris-Affine keypoints (blue) and Hessian-Affine keypoints (red) in 
close proximity 

  
A                                                            B 

Fig. 5. Keypoint correspondences after the final verification. The same images are used in 
Figs 1 and 3.  

It should be noted that each pair of keypoint correspondences additionally indicates 
an unspecified number of matches between keypoints from both neighborhoods. 

The results after the final verification for exemplary images from Figs 1 and 3 are 
given in Fig. 5. The same roadsign is correctly detected as a partial near-duplicate in 
Fig. 5A. However, one of the keyboard keys is also sufficiently similar (because of 
small vocabularies) to the roadsign and recognized as a partial near-duplicate as well 
(Fig. 5B). This can be considered a disadvantage, but in biological or biomedical 
images such relatively weak similarities should be usually retrieved as potential can-
didates for semantically meaningful partial near-duplicates. 
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4 Experiments 

The proposed approach is currently being tested on diversified databases of biological 
and biomedical images. The objective is to evaluate the practical significance of the 
results (relevance to the human interpretation of the images, retrieval of unspecified 
“hidden” semantics, etc.).  

Three small-scale examples are discussed in this paper. In all examples only grey-
level images are used (so that the visual analysis is more difficult).  

4.1 Images of Butterflies 

A part of the Ponce Research Group butterfly dataset1 has be used. The same dataset 
was analyzed in [6] with similar concepts of keypoint matching. However, both train-
ing and geometric consistency verification were used. Other reported works on auto-
matic recognition of butterflies (e.g. [4], [11]) also heavily rely on the specific proper-
ties of butterfly images. 

The presented method achieves comparable results without any preliminary know-
ledge about the image domain and by using only individual keypoint matches (note 
that complexity of the final verification illustrated in Fig. 4 is negligible). 

The total number of matched image pairs is 7,140 of which 1,140 are the semantic 
ground truth (i.e. showing butterflies of the same species). Our method retrieved 
1,578 image pairs from which: 

 743 pairs contain butterflies of the same species (examples in Fig. 6A); 
 696 pairs show butterflies with similar fragments of wings (see Fig. 6B); 
 47 pairs indicate similarities between background plants (examples in Fig. 6C); 
 87 pairs indicate similarities between butterflies and the background plants (good 

camouflage?); 
    and 

 5 pairs show random similar fragment. 

Altogether, recall of the method (in retrieval of image pairs containing butterflies 
of the same species) is 65.2%, while precision is nominally 47.1%. However the ac-
tual precision is 94.2% because both similarly looking wing fragments and similarly 
looking background plants are also semantically correct partial near-duplicates (espe-
cially because the domain of images is not specified and we should not distinguish 
between partial near-duplicities within different types of objects). 

Additionally, we have built similarity graphs between the dataset images. It was 
found that its K-connected sub-graphs consist of nodes representing images of the 
same species butterflies. We do not discuss details of this issue in the paper. However, 
it is again mentioned in the following Section 4.2. 

                                                           
1  http://www-cvr.ai.uiuc.edu/ponce_grp/data/ 
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Fig. 6. Exemplary matches between the same species butterflies (A), between similar fragments 
of butterfly wings (B) and between plants in the image backgrounds (C). 

4.2 Other Images 

The other two datasets contain images of plant leaves2 and viruses (low-resolution 
images collected from the web).  

The leaf images are of rather low quality (see examples in Fig. 7). The total num-
ber of image pairs to be matched (images showing only contours of leaves were de-
leted) is 2,775. However, the ground truth is not available (even though preliminary 
grouping is provided). 

The algorithm has retrieved 83 pairs of images containing partial near-duplicates. 
Surprisingly, the similarity graph of the matched images is strongly connected (the 
similarity graph is 5-connected) so that the retrieved pairs of images – with only 14 
images contributing to these pairs - can prospectively define some properties of the 
retrieved images. Seven of those images are given in Fig. 8, and it can be clearly seen 
that all of them have jagged (at least partially) borders. Thus, we can conclude that 
this is the (semantic) property of leaves automatically identified by the algorithm. 

                                                           
2 http://www.imageprocessingplace.com/root_files_V3/ 
image_databases.htm 
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Fig. 7. Exemplary images from the dataset of leaves 

 

Fig. 8. Seven examples of leaves with (partially) jagged borders 

                 
  A                                                         B 

Fig. 9. Exemplary images of viruses (A) and two pairs of images retrieved by the system (B) 

In the third test, 528 pairs of images (some are given in Fig. 9A) showing viruses 
of various diseases have been matched. Eventually, partial near-duplicates have been 
found in only two pairs of images (Lassa fever virus sharing partial near-duplicates 
with rubella virus, and SARS virus with West Nile fever virus) – see Fig. 9B.  

In general the numbers of images in these two datasets are too small to reliably 
evaluate performances (e.g. recall and precision) especially because the ground truth 
classification is missing for some images.  

Nevertheless, the visual inspection of the results confirms that the retrieved visual 
partial near-duplicates actually have some semantic significance. 

5 Summary 

We show that very simple and general tools, i.e. (1) keypoint matching using small 
vocabularies representing visual and geometric properties of keypoints and  
their neighborhoods and (2) superposition of results obtained for Harris-Affine and 
Hessain-Affine keypoints, can be often used to retrieve meaningful similarities  
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(approximated by partial near-duplicates) from visual databases semantically. No 
training or domain-specific approaches are required. 

Because of small vocabularies used, the method can tolerate significant photome-
tric and geometric distortions so that it is particularly suitable for processing biologi-
cal/biomedical images. 

The presented experiments preliminary confirm the practicality of the method. 
Currently, experiments are conducted on diversified and much larger databases of 
biomedical images. 
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